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Francois Viete is a French Mathmatician who is known as the ”Father of
Modern Agebraic Notation”. His work was was essential to his successors
because it enabled those mathematicians that followed him to develop the
mathematics we use today. Viete was born in 1540 in Fontenay-le-Comte,
France. He was educated in a cloister school and later attendded the Univer-
sity of Poitiers, where he studied law and graduated in 1560. The frenchman
was a very popular lawyer and served prominent individuals. Later in his
life, he served as a member of the royal privy council under Kings Henry
III and IV of France. During his time as a judiciary officer, he discovered
the key to a Spanish code of 500 characters and was able to read the secret
message of France’s enemy. King Philipp II of Spain was so sure the code
was impossible to read that he protested to the Pope that the French used
sorcery.

Viete got himself in political and religious drama through his affair with
Francoise de Rohan, King Henry III’s cousin, who was married to Duke
Jacques de Nemours and had a son with her. He later married Anne d’Este
and had kids with her too. Francoise wanted Francois to be her legal husband
and have Anne’s children declared bastards. The problem was solved when
Parliament declared Nemours Francoise’s legal husband so she would receive
property as her dukedom, even though the marriage was dissolved. Anne
d’Este and her children were harmed in honor or propert either due to the
dissolved marriage.

Law was Viete’s occupation; he worked with mathematics as a hobby. His
goal was to improve and polish the old ideas of earlier centuries. During
Viete’s time, most mathematicians used Arabic terms. He believed the
language was barbaric, so he sought Greek works such as Pappus’s The
Mathematical Collections and the arithmetic and introduction of algebraic
equations expressed in algebraic symbols by Diophantus. He published his
first work Canonem Mathematicus in 1579 which included trigonometic
tables computed to 9 decimal tables and systematic collection of trigono-
metric formulas. Francois Viete’s work with geometry and trigonometry
were influencial to mathematics, but his greatest contribution was found in
his work with algebra. Viete was the first to use letters for parameters or
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constant coefficients in an equation. Instead of writing

x3 + 6x = 20

he wrote
x3 + px = q

where p and q are constants. This is known as Linear Notation which
allowed mathematicians to solve equations in more general forms instead
of having to solve each specific problem individually. Linear notation was
just Viete’s using vowels to represent unknowns and consonants to denote
constants. Descartes later used a similar notion but instead used the first
letters of the alphabet to represent the known and the last letters for the
unknowns. The flaw in Viete’s work was the fact that he did not use negative
numbers and did not have a symbol to represent equality. He wrote:

Acubus + Bquad.inA, aequateurBquad.inZ

meaning
A3 + B2A = B2Z

Viete preserved distinction between linear, planar and solic quatities so that
A3 is represented by solid cube with side A. In equations, solids can only
be compared with to other solids. Instead of writing p and q, he used B2A
and B2Z to preserve unity. A3, B2A and B2Z all have the same combined
powers, therefore, they can be added, subtracted etcera.

Francois Viete is credited for popularizing the use of the Maltese cross (+) as
the short-hand symbol for addition and (–) for subtraction. This had been
created by the Germans, but did not become popular until after Viete began
to use them in his work. The mathematician had three major contributions
in geometry. He is famous for his work with the trisection of the the angle,
solution of the Casus Irreducibilis of cubic equation and constructing the
Regular heptagon. These results were published in 1593 in Supplementum
Geometriae. Viete, like many mathematicians before him, was fascinated
with pi and managed to calculate its value up to 10 decimal places using the
method of Archimedes and gave an infinite formula for pi. This was one of
the ealiest moments when infinite product was mentioned in the history of
mathematics.

Viete was a great mathematician whose work revolutionized the mathemat-
ics of his time. He passed away in 1603, a few months after retiring from
public life with King Henry IV’s permission.
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